The growing need for mental workload (MWL) optimization on the shop floor yields an impressive increase in theoretical and applied references to the concept of mental workload (Young et al. in Ergonomics 139:1-17, 2014). However, do we really understand and agree upon what mental workload exactly is? Does it include emotional load? Can we rely upon an explanatory framework? The present account first runs a critical concept analysis on mental workload, based on the Walker and Avant (Strategies for theory construction in nursing, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, 2011) method. Results show that existing definitions and theoretical accounts arbitrarily include and exclude defining variables and describe these variables on various levels of abstraction, misuse pivotal terms such as mediation and moderation and do not theoretically explicitate the role of yet repeatedly operationalized emotional load variables such as frustration. We therefore clarify the concept by disentangling MWL into its antecedents, defining attributes and consequences. Next, we derive a clear-cut conceptual definition and present a generic explanatory framework-the latter extended with insights from Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller in Cogn Sci 12:257-285, 1988; Learn Instr 4:295-312, 1994). We conclude with a set of suggestions for future research and practice. Next to contributing to the theoretical clarification of this hallmark concept, the concept analysis and derived explanatory framework, as proposed, can foster solid research practices and support practitioners in contextualizing MWLassessment and in effectively optimizing MWL.
Introduction
Throughout the history of the ergonomics and human factors field, the concept of mental workload (MWL) has been playing a substantive role. Today, MWL has even become more pivotal due to the exponential evolution of technology and the arising mass customization work context. Indeed, the introduction of top-notch technology such as augmented and virtual reality, wearable sensors and highly agile and intelligent assistive robots raises urgent questions on how to safeguard employees' mental well-being and personal efficacy, and how to transform the future operator into a flourishing knowledge worker. Optimization of MWL could therefore not be more imperative today (cf., Parasuraman and Wilson 2008) . Recently, Young et al. (2014) provided an essential overview of the concept's current state of science. As these authors and others (cf., Xie and Salvendy 2000; Staal 2004; Matthews et al. 2015a; Mandrick et al. 2016) however point out, the understanding of mental workload still vastly lacks theoretical coherence. As Longo (2015) notes, various definitions have been suggested, but all include different workload variables based on different fields of application, beliefs and even intuition (see also, Young and Stanton 2002) . Measures derived from these definitions then do not move beyond ad hoc operationalizations, in turn reifying the theoretical conceptualization of MWL (see also the discussion on structuralism in Gerjets et al. 2009 and 1 3 representationalism and operationalism in de Winter 2014). As a result, all these different, arbitrary conceptualizations only add to the confusion about the understanding of MWL (e.g., Are emotional reactions always present or not? What exactly are we now measuring?). The absence of a clear conceptual definition and an account of the processes determining and evolving from MWL hence structurally impede solid theoretical and practical accumulation. If there is no clear theoretical understanding of MWL, practical implementations for MWL optimization will indeed repeatedly fail to be successful (Matthews et al. 2015a) . Accordingly, the current literature urgently requires a critical reconsideration of the conceptualization of MWL. Here, we endeavor to contribute to this challenge. To scrutinize the current understanding of MWL and to reveal its underlying building-blocks, our account first runs a clarifying concept analysis. In a second part, we aspire to contribute to profound theory building and measurement validation by deriving a clear-cut conceptual definition (cf., Wacker 2004 ). In the last part, we finalize our findings into an implementable explanatory framework of MWL, a table summarizing the current key anomalies in the literature along with their possible consequences and a table centralizing some suggestions for future research and practice.
Concept analysis
Concept analysis is a rigorous process in which concepts are systematically scrutinized to then formulate clear-cut conceptual definitions. Such delineated definitions allow researchers to pinpoint phenomena, to map their properties, and to discover and investigate relationships between them, to finally drive theory development forward (Walker and Avant 2011) . We opt for the most widely used and wellstructured Walker and Avant (2011) method unrolling eight predetermined steps. The first two steps, i.e., determining the concept of analysis and determining the aims and the purpose of the analysis, have already been covered in the introduction. The remaining steps are more elaborately touched upon and include: describing the uses of the concept, identifying the defining attributes, antecedents and consequences of the concept, identifying a model case, borderline case, related case, contrary case, (optionally) an invented case and an illegitimate case, and finally, identifying the empirical referents.
As input to the concept analysis methodology, first, a literature study is to be performed collecting all relevant sources. In our case, a literature search using the keywords 'mental workload', 'mental load' and 'cognitive load' was performed consulting the databases Web of Science (Core Collection), Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore Digital Library and APA PsychNET. Inclusion criteria were peer-reviewed journal articles, conference papers, books and technical reports, written only in English and discussing the concept directly. Exclusion criteria were book reviews and a substantial amount of empirical papers citing already retrieved theoretical references for a definition and understanding of the concept. No literature sources were excluded by time limit. We screened all articles on relevance by reading the titles and abstracts. Of the articles identified as relevant, we also hand searched the reference lists for more sources. A final sample of 82 references were included in the following concept analysis.
Uses of the concept
Standard dictionaries do not account for the concept of mental workload (cf., Stevenson 2010) . Indeed, the concept resides in more specialized areas and is mostly used in the context of ergonomics, human factors, educational psychology and cognitive sciences. According to the Dictionary for Human Factors/Ergonomics (Stramler 1992, p. 202) , for instance, MWL is understood as "any measure of the amount of mental effort required to perform a task". Within this field, the concept is directly linked to performance criteria such as quality and human safety (cf., Young et al. 2014) . Measurement validation and designing interventions to optimize this link constitute the operational center of application in this field.
Although coined as 'cognitive load', instruction and education research addresses a very similar concept. As does the ergonomics and human factors field, research and practice in this area strive to optimize this load, but aim at fostering learning as well, next to performance. Cognitive load theory (Sweller 1988 (Sweller , 1994 and cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer and Moreno 2003) interestingly map effects of inefficient instruction design on performance and learning and develop strategies to overcome them. For example, the split-attention effect reveals that procedural instructions cause people to divide their attention between different types of information presented (e.g., textual information and graphical information)-increasing cognitive load. On the contrary, integrating instead of separating this information does not provoke extra integration by working memory, resulting in a smaller increase in cognitive load. The modality effect then increases cognitive capacity by consulting the visual and auditory modalities of working memory both simultaneously, alternatively to only relying on one processor. The logic for this effect is to be found in the cognitive architecture (cf., Baddeley 1992, revealing the existence of a visual-spatial sketch pad and a phonological loop; see below). A case in point is Tindall-Ford et al.'s (1997) finding that audio/visual electrical engineering instructions showed superiority to visual/visual instructions. A final example of such an effect is the so-called signaling effect in which 1 3 instructions are enriched by arrows, an organizing map or by stressing key words. Especially in multimedia settings, instructions enriched by such signals, guiding the learner's cognitive processes, resulted in better problem-solving performance (cf., Experiment 3 in Mautone and Mayer 2001) .
Some researchers in cognitive sciences, finally, also speak of cognitive load, but frame the concept as the load being induced by a secondary task. Research on short-term memory, for instance, induces this cognitive load to learn more about functionalities such as memory-trace reactivation or repair (Ricker et al. 2014) . Other researchers within this field see cognitive load more broadly as an aspect of task difficulty and apply it to investigate, for example, the neural functioning of distraction and concentration (Sörqvist et al. 2016 ).
Defining attributes
Arriving back at the ergonomics and human factors field now, the defining attributes of a concept are those characteristics that appear over and over again when reviewing definitions and descriptions, and that have to be present for the concept to occur (Walker and Avant 2011) . A fragment of the definitions encountered in our literature review illustrates the attributes stepping forward. First, Moray (1979) defines mental workload as "…an inferred construct that mediates between task difficulty, operator skill, and observed performance" (p. 443). More recent accounts see the concept as "How hard the brain is working to meet task demands" (Ayaz et al. 2012, p. 36) or as Young and Stanton (2001, p. 507 ) put it: "The level of attentional resources required to meet both objective and subjective performance criteria, which may be mediated by task demands, external support, and past experience". Such accounts thus point at the interaction of the neural capacities of the operator and the demands of a task (see also Pickup et al. 2005 , for a brief overview of these two defining elements).
Other definitions take an important step further in specifying this interaction. Andre (2001, p. 377) , for example, thinks of MWL as, "…a hypothetical construct that represents the cost incurred by a human operator to achieve a particular level of performance". Also, Gopher and Donchin (1986, as quoted by Staal 2004, p. 15) consider this costly aspect when defining 'workload' as "…intended to capture limitations on the operator's information processing apparatus …", as did Kramer et al. (1987, p. 146) speaking of "… the cost of performing one task in terms of a reduction in the capacity to perform additional tasks, given that the two tasks overlap in their resource demands". Here, the notion of cost and limitation is added to the understanding of the cognitive capacities involved and helps delineating a first attribute defining mental workload as spending cognitive resources.
Spending cognitive resources
Employees' cognitive resources are physiological in nature, have, as predisposed biologically, a finite capacity and in essence consist of multiple independent resources. When these resources are being spent, they entail the attention and effort delivered toward work-related stimuli or information one is exposed to at work. Multiple Resource Theory (Wickens 2002 (Wickens , 2008 states that the allocation of cognitive resources varies during the course of information processing. Specifically, this theory predicts that MWL will be lower when task demands tap into less common components of innate resources (see below). When for instance simultaneously presenting auditory instructions while performing a visual detection task, more information can be processed without impeding performance (Wickens 2002 (Wickens , 2008 . The stimuli being processed in working memory (as determined by the work demands, see below) is what we speak of when addressing this first defining attribute.
The following working memory functions for allocation and monitoring then allow for the processing of these stimuli. First, attentional processes deploy different modes (Wickens and Hollands 2000; Wickens and Carswell 2012): selective attention concerns what stimuli to process and focused attention covers sustained processing and avoiding distraction, while divided attention entails processing multiple stimuli at once. Vigilance, interestingly, is a specific kind of prolonged attention (Warm et al. 2008; Langner and Eickhoff 2013) . Secondly, to subsequently process (e.g., detect) stimuli, perception and memory resources are relied upon, while motor control resources support action execution (Stork and Schubö 2010; Proctor and Vu 2012; Wickens and Carswell 2012 ; for an interesting predictive processing account in driving, see Engström et al. 2017) . Finally, executive control (as referred to by Salvendy 2012) coordinates all these working memory processes and specifically encompasses strategic management functions such as reorganization, chunking, inhibition of irrelevant information, allocation of (more/less) resources, decision making and action planning (cf., Proctor and Vu 2012) .
MWL is hence essentially a constantly varying measurable physiological state directly related to working memory processes monitoring and allocating resources (cf., Xie and Salvendy 2000; Mandrick et al. 2016 ; see also the malleable attentional resources theory; Young and Stanton 2002) . Operators will then typically function at optimal levels of MWL (cf., Hancock and Warm 1989) or suboptimal levels (underload and overload), eventually affecting their performance and other outcomes (Hart and Wickens 2010; Wickens and Tsang 2014 ; see also the performance 'redlines' of mental workload in Young et al. 2014) .
Altogether, these cognitive processes are considered to lie on a continuum between automatic processing (i.e., fast, 1 3 unconscious and almost without attention) and controlled processing (i.e., high attention and high effort; Schneider and Shiffrin 1977) . Personal and contextual differences (i.e., moderators, see below), such as experience and assistive technology, or antecedents (also see below), such as task difficulty, influence where the resources being spent then actually reside on this continuum, and how the expenditure of these resources is experienced by an employee.
Zooming out again, Staal (2004) correctly notices that definitions as presented above show similarities with early accounts of stress (i.e., the stimulus-based approach; cf., Young et al. 2014 , for a similar perspective), but notes that they do not take into account a subjective experience. Hilburn and Jorna (2001) already tried to bridge this gap by making a distinction between task load and workload, in which the former entails the load imposed by the task and the latter comprises the subjective experience. Other accounts speak of a feeling of being loaded (Johannsen 1979) or the perception of load (Pickup et al. 2005) . Although not abundantly present in existing definitions, we choose to take up this subjective experience as a second defining attribute because of its recurrent operationalization in the most widely used subjective questionnaires such as Hart and Staveland's (1988) NASA-TLX (see de Winter 2014, for search results on the most popular MWL questionnaires and a critique on the NASA-TLX). We hereby delineate the second attribute emerging from our literature review, defining mental workload as triggering a subjective experience.
Triggering a subjective experience
Despite its widespread presence in MWL assessment, the literature is very ambiguous as to how it relates to this subjective experience. The sparsely available conceptions do not only point at the direction of a feeling or perception of being loaded (Johannsen 1979; Pickup et al. 2005) , but also at a related situation appraisal (McGrath 1976; Fairclough 2001; see Appendix A in Staal 2004 ). The latter is thought of as a continuous re-appraisal process of the work demands and is suggested to regulate the mental effort invested (Hockey 1997; Fairclough 2001; Matthews et al. 2015a, b) . This (sub)cortical pre-conscious process does so by probing the current performance level, arousal and affective responses (e.g., frustration, comfort) to then allocate attentional and other cognitive processing resources (Crawford and Cacioppo 2002; Matthews et al. 2002; Young and Stanton 2002; Langner and Eickhoff 2013) . The MWL experienced hence affects the resources being invested (Hancock and Warm 1989; Zijlstra 1993; Fairclough 2001) . It still remains unclear however how the ergonomics and human factors field then fundamentally delineates this experience and, importantly, whether emotions are part of MWL or not. The latter is crucial, because, intriguingly, on an operational level we do see a widespread presence of emotional load when addressing MWL. A case in point is that the bulk of the most highly cited empirical publications on MWL relies on the NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988; de Winter 2014; Estes 2015) , of which one of six items measures frustration and notions of stress and insecurity. Thus, although definitions of MWL do not include emotions, emotions are being operationalized.
Here, we propose to introduce a distinction between MWL and emotional load (EL) and to not include EL in the definition of MWL. We do so, because EL is not always present when exposed to work demands (McGrath 1976; Gaillard 1993; Staal 2004) . EL in fact exists as a function of, i.a., a situation appraisal on coping ability (cf., McGrath 1976; Matthews et al. 2002) . More precisely, the occurrence of EL depends on the interaction between the work demands, the perceived ability to cope with those demands and the importance of being able to cope. Indeed, if one thinks (i.e., foresees) he or she can cope with the work demands or does not find the ability to cope important, emotions will not necessarily be present (i.e., not exceeding neutral values on a subjective rating scale, for instance). Emotional processing and a subjective emotional experience is hence no conditio sine qua non in neural processing attending to work demands (see also Staal 2004 , referring to primary and secondary workload factors). As a consequence, emotional variables such as frustration, discomfort or excitement should be no part of any defining attribute or definition of MWL. The second defining attribute is thus to be understood as a mere cognitive awareness of the physiologically embedded cognitive resources being spent. We will nevertheless show that emotional load still plays an important role in the detection of suboptimal MWL (i.e., underload or overload) and that it can indirectly affect MWL levels and coping behavior.
To conclude the current part covering the defining attributes, it is evident that both defining attributes will not occur without the presence of work demands, however, as repeatedly portrayed in the array of definitions presented above. Because of its prevalence in the literature, the latter could be included as one of the attributes as well, but according to the methodology of Walker and Avant (2011) , an attribute cannot be an antecedent at the same time, or a consequence. The role of work demands will therefore be classified under antecedents.
Antecedents

Cognitive work demands
Antecedents are those components or situations preceding a concept and making its existence possible (Walker and Avant 2011) . Cognitive characteristics or demands of one's work constitute a first emerging antecedent of MWL. A first example is task complexity (e.g., Moray 1979; Wickens 2002) . Low task complexity can yield more automatic processing, hence lowering MWL. In manual assembly, for instance, time to completion empirically relates to the physical properties of objects such as the number of symmetrical planes or redundant holes (Richardson et al. 2004 (Richardson et al. , 2006 ; see also Layer et al. 2009 for a coding taxonomy in operator decision making). Incidental variables such as system failures, distractions or environmental changes (e.g., noise, temperature) can be seen as another part of task complexity (Hart and Staveland 1988; Pickup et al. 2005; Shaw et al. 2018) . Task switching is a second exemplary case of cognitive work demands. When (rapidly) switching to new (sub-)tasks, different resources have to be relied upon and several mental models have to be kept in mind simultaneously (Neerincx et al. 2000; Proctor and Vu 2012; Wickens 2017) . Finally, cognitive work demands such as the perceptual format of the instructions (e.g., visual/auditory, digital/ paper) might affect MWL levels as well (cf., Wickens 2002 Wickens , 2008 . In all, cognitive work demands represent all objective stimuli in the work environment that elicit the spending of cognitive resources in employees. These stimuli can hence be managed, changed and objectively measured. As selfinduced cognitive demands such as employees' curiosity or high learning motivation are not fully under control of an employer, such person-related cognitive demands do not belong to cognitive work demands. Also, primary physical or emotional stimuli and demands at work are not cognitive work demands as they mainly elicit, respectively, physical effort (e.g., lifting a heavy weight) and/or emotional effort (e.g., providing emotional social support, crying).
Cognitive architecture
The predisposed human cognitive architecture comprises a second antecedent. Within the ergonomics field, Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) (Wickens 2002 (Wickens , 2008 ) is the most dominant theory relied upon. Wickens' MRT proposes that human beings have, instead of just one common pool, several differentiated, but limited pools of cognitive resources that can be tapped into simultaneously. These multiple resources are used for various mental operations, ranging from sensory-level processing to meaning-level processing (Basil 2012) and, more specifically, are allocated across different tasks touching upon different sensory modalities (e.g., auditory vs. visual), types of memory code (visual vs. spatial), stages of information processing (e.g., perceptual/ cognitive vs. response) and channels of visual information (e.g., focal vs. ambient).
When simultaneously addressing similar resources, MRT shows certain tasks will suffer from sub-optimal cognitive processing, leading to poor performance. When tapping into different resources at the same time, on the contrary, performance levels can end up higher (Wickens 2002 (Wickens , 2008 . The way work demands tap into this human cognitive architecture will thus determine the amount of cognitive resources spent and how an employee will experience this mental workload. Dominant theories in the ergonomics literature and the human factors field frame this interaction in terms of demand/resource balances or stress/strain dynamics (cf., Young et al. 2014) .
Summarized, the various cognitive resources available to human beings are limited to themselves, while the total amount of cognitive resources spent can be extended based on their multidimensionality. In turn, however, these multiple cognitive resources are considered to draw from the same underlying pool of energy resources as do emotional resources and physical resources (Kahneman 1973; Norman and Bobrow 1975; Mandler 1979) . This way (see some cases below), these three load factors can in fact draw resources away from each other.
Consequences
The literature on MWL is mostly centered around its optimization, since overload and underload can lead to, e.g., frustration and fatigue (Matthews et al. 2013; Matthews 2016) , safety risks, errors, quality loss and time loss (cf., Hart and Staveland 1988; Brookhuis and de Waard 2000; Young et al. 2014; Wickens 2017) , and lowered performance (Hancock 1996) . In the long run, optimizing these levels ultimately affects employees' job satisfaction and physical and mental health outcomes such as psychological well-being, burnout and absenteeism (cf., Young et al. 2014) .
We refer the reader to Table 1 for an overview of key references in the literature providing the insights for the three core levels of analysis of the MWL concept we have covered up to this point. Next, we will proceed with some concrete cases that help to delineate MWL and with a short overview of how MWL is assessed empirically.
Model case
A model case presents a paradigmatic, pure and real-life example and entails all of the defining attributes (Walker and Avant 2011) . To structure our model case-here applied to manual assembly-we borrow from Stork and Schubö (2010) covering the entire process of MWL, starting from perception, attention and memory, and taking it to action planning and execution. In support of ecological validity, we also follow the example of Galvin et al. (2017) by including at least one antecedent (first paragraph) and one consequence (third paragraph).
Yves is a 56-year old worker at a manufacturing plant. Today he has to perform a complex assembly he has never encountered before. The instructions are projected onto his workstation in augmented reality. He looks at the parts and the instructions and starts to figure out how the parts should be assembled. The first stage in doing so entails perception. The properties of the parts are being processed (stimulus preprocessing) and Yves locates (feature extraction) and identifies (stimulus identification) all parts with relevant properties. Subsequently, he identifies all relevant fastening points. Yves is now set to make a decision (executive control) on where to start joining the parts. Every now and then he is aware that he is thinking hard. But he manages and continues, and eventually arrives at the stages of response selection and action. The action tendency to now execute the first joining action is organized by the cognitive neural programming for motor actions. Concretely, a grasping movement and an orienting movement is planned. Cognitive resources manage the muscular processes to finally complete the correct joining movement (action execution) and adjust for pressure and orientation while doing so (motor adjustment). The result is a first perfectly joined assembly step without making any errors in the course of it.
This model case reveals that MWL spans from stimulus perception and processing, toward the decision-making process of response selection and finally motor execution and adjustment. All these stages are propelled by allocation and monitoring processes as unfolded above.
Related case
The model case could have evolved differently, however. Let us imagine that the complexity of the assembly was higher because of very similar, confusing parts. More precisely, the assembly parts in this case were designed in such a (bad) way that the dimensions and properties hardly differed, making Yves ponder why the parts or the instructions could not have been designed more efficiently. Yves is motivated to do well and keeps on cognitively attending to the parts, but realizes that he cannot figure out how to join them. He gets frustrated. As a result of this negative emotional experience, Yves does not have enough cognitive resources left to try harder and find out how to match them (Gaillard 1993; Staal 2004) . Negative emotional load (and broader, stress, for an energetic account, see Gaillard 1993) instead of mental workload has now taken over.
In this related case, the complexity of the task is suboptimal, i.e., too high for Yves, and induces a cognitive overload. The latter leads Yves to feel that he has a lack of internal control to cope with the cognitive work demands (through a situation appraisal, McGrath 1976), which then triggers frustration. We are therefore not speaking of mental workload anymore, but of emotional load. Interestingly, since both emotional and cognitive resources are thought to draw from the same general underlying pool of physiological energy resources, emotional load in this case takes the upper hand and obstructs cognitive resources to fully exploit their potential. Also, cognitive work demands other than task complexity, such as instruction format, could trigger frustration. Other potential emotions that can arise when exposed to cognitive work demands are, i.a., anxiety or joy. Although these emotional experiences might be felt deeply and might influence one's work behavior, they do not belong to cognitive work demands and do not represent MWL, but emotional load instead.
In all, emotional load is a related case, because it appears very similar and contains some notions of the defining attributes, but differs when studied from up closely. Related cases help to discover how the concept relates to a closely surrounding network of concepts and help to clarify what should be included as a defining attribute and what not (Walker and Avant 2011) . Gopher and Donchin (1986) , Hancock and Warm (1989) , Hart and Staveland (1988) , Hart and Wickens (2010) , Hilburn and Jorna (2001) , Hockey (1997), Johannsen (1979) , Kramer et al. (1987) , Langner and Eickhoff (2013) , Mandrick et al. (2016) , Matthews et al. (2002 Matthews et al. ( , 2015a , McGrath (1976) , Moray (1979) , Pickup et al. (2005) , Proctor and Vu (2012) , Salvendy (2012) , Schneider and Shiffrin (1977) , Staal (2004) , Stork and Schubö (2010) , Warm et al. (2008) , Wickens (2002 Wickens ( , 2008 , Wickens and Carswell (2012) , Wickens and Hollands (2000) , Wickens and Tsang (2014) , Xie and Salvendy (2000) , Young and Stanton (2001) , Young et al. (2014) and Zijlstra (1993 ) Antecedents Basil (2012 , Hart and Staveland (1988) , Kahneman (1973) , Layer et al. (2009 ), Mandler (1979 , Moray (1979) , Neerincx et al. (2000), Norman and Bobrow (1975) , Pickup et al. (2005) , Proctor and Vu (2012) , Richardson et al. (2004 Richardson et al. ( , 2006 , Shaw et al. (2018) , Wickens (2002 Wickens ( , 2008 Wickens ( , 2017 and Young et al. (2014) 
Consequences
Brookhuis and de Waard (2000), Hancock (1996) , Hart and Staveland (1988) , Matthews (2016) , Matthews et al. (2013) , Wickens (2017) and Young et al. (2014) 1 3
Borderline case
Borderline cases hold most, or even all, defining attributes, but differ strongly in one of them, for instance in terms of length of time or the intensity of occurrence (Walker and Avant 2011) . In most instances, cognitive effort expended and the resonating cognitive effort experienced raise as a function of the cognitive work demands. Sometimes, however, Yves performs a task that he enjoys so much, absorbing him into the task, that his actions and attention seem to flow effortlessly (Bruya 2010) . Even in case of an increase in cognitive work demands (evidently up to a certain threshold), such flow state yields the same level of efficacy while experiencing no subjective self-consciousness about the effort being spent-an effect found in domains such as factory line working, chess and rock climbing (Csikszentmihalyi 1975) . The defining attribute representing the cognitive subjective experience in this case hence does not raise as a function of the cognitive resources being spent. The case of the human flow state or absorption at work is consequently not exactly the same concept as MWL.
Contrary case
A contrary case illustrates the differences with the concept being analyzed and again helps to exclude variables from the defining attributes. According to The Dictionary for Human Factors/Ergonomics (Stramler 1992, p. 202) , physical load is the opposite of MWL. Since cognitive resources are actually physiological in essence, we present the following example to draw a line in between. When Yves faces a task that he has done a thousand times before, the cognitive programming to motorically execute this task is so automated that his MWL level is optimal. The strain on his muscles and cardiovascular system, however, is what we consider physical load and this load can become suboptimal when the repeated movements cause strain or when, for instance, the physical weight of the task components is too high. As with the related case example, interestingly, also physical load can interfere with mental workload. Since also physical load draws from the same underlying energy pool, participants in various experiments estimated the duration of the experiment (i.e., a task consuming cognitive resources) as shorter when they were, e.g., exerting physical effort on a dynamometer (for a meta-analysis, see Block et al. 2016 ).
Empirical referents
Empirical referents are to be related directly to the defining attributes and represent categories of phenomena or measures that reveal the occurrence of the concept (Walker and Avant 2011) . Resonating with the multidimensional nature of MWL, its measures are equally various in nature. Some authors divide them into four categories (cf., Gopher and Donchin 1986 , others do so in empirical and analytical methods; see Xie and Salvendy 2000) . In general, the literature converges toward assessing MWL with performance measures, subjective measures and physiological measures (cf., O'Donnell and Eggemeier 1986; Paas et al. 2003; Cain 2007; Wickens and Tsang 2014) . The latter two aim directly at the defining attributes, while the former indirectly aims at measuring the cognitive resources spent.
A first widely used type of gauge entails registering the subject's performance. Also called objective measures, these techniques use dependent variables such as reaction time, quality, accuracy and error rate (Paas et al. 2003) or performance on subsequent or even simultaneous secondary tasks (cf., dual-task paradigms) to make inferences about the cognitive resources spent (cf., Brookhuis and de Waard 2000; Brünken et al. 2003) . Using rating scales, another range of measures gauges the subjective experience of the cognitive resources that have been spent. The NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988 ) and the Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT; Reid and Nygren 1988) , for example, are two of the most popular scales (Vidulich and Tsang 1986; Rubio et al. 2004 ). Finally, a wide variety of measures starts from the knowledge that the mental processes entailing MWL are physiological in essence. In (near) real-time, electroencephalography (EEG), event-related potentials (ERP) derived from EEG and functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), for instance, can provide estimations of the electrical activity or cerebral blood flow to derive MWL levels from (Antonenko et al. 2010; Ayaz et al. 2012; Mehta and Parasuraman 2013) . Other measures such as electro-dermal activity (also coined 'galvanic skin response'; Boucsein 2012), heart rate variability (Aasman et al. 1987; Shakouri et al. 2018) or pupillometry (Backs et al. 2003) try to capture reactions of the autonomous nervous system to approximate MWL.
Conceptual definition
As Matthews et al. (2015a, b) indicate, conceptualizing mental workload in terms of a general workload factor might not at all be adequate to fully grasp all MWL's nuances (see also Gopher and Donchin 1986; Pickup et al. 2005 ; de Waard and Lewis-Evans 2014). Indeed, there is no single 'gold standard' pinpointing a unitary latent factor of MWL; instead, mental workload is multidimensional (see also, Chen et al. 2016) . A conceptual definition of MWL should therefore integrally encompass the most elementary dimensions of MWL. Derived from the concept analysis presented above, we therefore scaffold our conceptual definition onto the following four proposed elementary dimensions of MWL: cognitive work demands interacting with the human cognitive architecture, inducing cognitive physiological processing and a cognitive subjective experience. Centralizing the defining attributes and contextualizing them with the antecedents, this then rolls out into the following conceptual definition:
Mental workload is a subjectively experienced physiological processing state, revealing the interplay between one's limited and multidimensional cognitive resources and the cognitive work demands being exposed to.
To fully operationalize this definition in a specific context, the task designer or ergonomist can implement this definition by addressing the exact antecedents, defining attributes, moderators and the expected work behavior and consequences as presented in Fig. 1 . To allow for such contextualized operationalizations, we tried to overcome the two major caveats we found in existing definitions (see Sect. 2.2 for some examples). First, MWL definitions arbitrarily include and exclude key components (e.g., limitations, experience, performance). Here, we scaffolded our definition onto the four most elementary dimensions extracted from the literature. Secondly, different definitions formulate MWL on different levels of abstraction (e.g., "how hard the brain is working" and "processing status" vs. "levels of attentional resources", or "task demands" vs. "task difficulty", and "performance" vs. "subjective and objective performance"). Here, we formulated the definition on a high level of abstraction, since we showed that MWL does not only imply attentional resources, for instance. At the same time we narrowed down its scope to the limited and multidimensional cognitive resources tackling cognitive work demands. Operational definitions can thus be derived from these abstract key components, but within elementary boundaries based on the concept analysis and explanatory framework presented below. As we will show when presenting some suggestions for future work, researchers and practitioners can operationalize this definition for various contexts, but should explicitate all variables, manipulations, interactions and measures thoroughly.
In all, this definition and its underlying concept analysis could be a first step in clarifying and strictly delineating the concept at hand while providing a common frame of reference to which different operationalizations can be systematized and compared to each other. We will now organize the findings from the concept analysis into an explanatory framework and we will take off with a final point of confusion.
Explanatory framework
When reviewing various MWL definitions, it also appears that the exact explanatory role of certain hallmark variables in the relationship between the antecedents, defining attributes and outcomes of MWL are left to the reader's interpretation. Not only does the literature often remains fuzzy on these variables (see above), if a reference is made to the role of what the psychological tradition calls moderators and mediators, these both terms are in fact often misused. A case in point is Young and Stanton (2001, p. 507 ) defining MWL as "the level of attentional resources required to meet both objective and subjective performance criteria, which may be mediated by task demands, external support, and past experience". Mediator variables are, according to the psychological literature, primarily internal to the human, change along with variations in the predictor variable and explain the mechanism between predictor (e.g., task complexity) and outcome (e.g., quality). Moderators (e.g., age, experience) tell when, for whom and how strong a relation deploys (Baron and Kenny 1986 ). In the above definition, the variable 'task demands' cannot mediate, since it is a predictor variable, i.e., an antecedent of MWL. Also the 'objective and subjective performance criteria' mentioned by Young and Stanton (2001) in their definition, are, to our understanding, task demands. 'Past experience' and 'external support' then are actually moderators in the relationship between these predictor variables and the level of attentional resources required. These latter are mediators in the relation between the task demands and performance. To give another example, Parasuraman and Hancock (2001, p. 306) suggest that "… workload is also mediated by the individual response of human operators to the load and their skill levels, task management strategies, and other personal characteristics". Here, 'skill levels', 'task management strategies' and 'personal characteristics' are moderators, of which 'task management strategies' could also be mediators changing along the course of task execution. The mentioned 'individual response' is too broad to bring down to one category or the other, but could be a mediator, as could workload be one. Altogether, these definitions thus structurally disregard the opportunity to provide conceptual clarity, which is intelligible when no conceptual agreement nor explanatory framework on the understanding of the concept is at hand. These kind of pivotal, but unspecified variables are therefore explicitly introduced in the framework we propose (see Fig. 1 ), as moderator and mediator variables. To conclude, the core of the framework presented in Fig. 1 is based on our concept analysis and encompasses the Antecedents, Defining Attributes and Consequences of MWL. We then added Moderator variables and Employee Work Behavior variables derived from the literature review, to more completely explain the process from Antecedents all the way up to the Consequences. Within these clusters of variables, we also added variables retrieved from cognitive load theory (Sweller 1988 (Sweller , 1994 and the technology literacy literature (cf., Venkatesh et al. 2003) . When reading this framework, the following explicitations should be taken into account. Through their interaction, MWL will be triggered and moderating (work and employee related) variables might influence this relation. Yves' excellent visual-spatial skills, for example, will help to orient and rotate toward finding matching component pairs. Compared to other employees, Yves will consequently spend less cognitive resources and he will perceive the thinking that he is doing as fairly low. Other employee-related moderating variables include, e.g., differences in working memory capacity (Jipp and Ackerman 2016) , dexterity (Mayer and Sims 1994; Pillay 1997) , technological literacy (cf., Venkatesh et al. 2003) , experience, motivation and personality differences in, e.g., conscientiousness (Guastello et al. 2014 ), tendency to worry (Grassmann et al. 2017 ) and coping style (Hart and Staveland 1988; Young et al. 2014) . Also, Yves could have had the possibility to, on his own initiative, consult assistive technology indicating matching assembly parts as well. Work-related moderators can thus help tackling Cognitive Work Demands and also include, for example, social support, leadership style and provided job autonomy (cf., Van de Ven et al. 2008 Spending Cognitive Resources already starts from the moment the cognitive work demands are presented, the employee merely familiarizes with these demands and mentally simulates certain manipulations. Throughout this allocation and monitoring process, employees might appraise the situation as positive (e.g., "I experience that I have to think hard, but I foresee to be able to cope with the task demands."). If also the importance of being able to cope is appraised as positive (see above), positive (or neutral) emotions could emerge. If the situation is, contrarily, being appraised as threatening (i.e., low coping ability), negative emotions such as frustration or anxiety could be triggered. Emotions then affect MWL levels by drawing away resources from the underlying common pool of resources. As such, emotional load is extremely relevant in, for example, pinpointing overload and explaining performance, mental well-being and 'off-loading' behavior (Staal 2004 1 3 2002). All these actions are recurrently updated in an iterative process based on fluctuating levels of allocation and monitoring. Awareness of sub-performance at the center of this iterative process then serves as feedback information (Hancock and Warm 1989; Matthews and Campbell 2010) . MWL thus arises from the moment cognitive work demands are being perceived and lasts throughout employee work behavior (including probing sub-performance), right up until task completion. 5. Finally, we added variables extracted from cognitive load theory (CLT; Sweller 1988 Sweller , 1994 . Based on this theory we added 'learning' to Employee-Related Consequences and to the Human Cognitive Architecture part of the Antecedents and added Baddeley's (1992 Baddeley's ( , 2000 multi-component model of a limited working memory containing a visual-spatial sketch pad, a phonological loop and an episodic buffer. The first of these components stores visual and spatial information, the second stores phonological information by means of maintaining a rehearsal loop (cf., the inner voice) and the latter holds information to integrate information from the first two (and possibly other information) while interacting with long-term memory. We think these two extensions are crucial since multiple resource theory, although covering the first two components, is restricted to overload situations imposed by multi-tasking (Wickens 2008) . CLT, however, also accounts for schema acquisition in long-term memory. These schemas interact with working memory processes through the episodic buffer. The CLT perspective thereby moves beyond ergonomics' main focus on quality, time efficiency, error, etc., and addresses how work and instruction design can enhance not only performance, but also the efficient long-term acquisition of expertise. We believe this notion is fundamental in conceptualizing MWL today and we see the ergonomics and human factors field briefly covering this CLT perspective (cf., Oviatt 2006; Richardson et al. 2006; Wickens 2017) . Indeed, since top-notch technology and mass customization require ever more cognitive processing and learning from operators, the scrutiny on the effects extracted from cognitive load theory (see Sect. 2.1 above) can provide a strong added value to the standards of practitioners in the field and of researchers. Altogether, this framework presented in Fig. 1 can help explain how an operator iteratively attends to a task and how this dynamically affects mental workload.
Discussion
In many fields, as in the ergonomics and human factors field, measurement of concepts seems to prevail over first designing clear conceptual definitions to build on (Wacker 2004) .
The latter approach serving as a strong basis for statistical analyses is however the generally agreed upon standard to yield high consistency between measures and their empirical data, and to guarantee the validity of measures (cf., Wacker 2004; Bollen 2010) . Today, the conceptualization and operationalization of MWL differs per research account, caused by three anomalies that our concept analysis revealed. First (A), the literature suffers from arbitrary selections of various defining variables and a description of these variables at different levels of abstraction. Second (B), mediator and moderator variables, if considered, are often misused conceptually and not implied into an explanatory model. Third (C), emotional load variables are often (but not always) operationalized, without being addressed theoretically. In Table 2 we present an overview of these key anomalies and elaborate on possible adverse implications for research and practice.
In the light of the intricate multidimensionality of MWL illustrated by our concept analysis, one could however argue that that no single definition and measurement procedure can cover the integral complexity of MWL (cf., Xie and Salvendy 2000) , since ergonomics is all about context (Young and Stanton 2002) . Our conceptual definition does not aspire to fully explain all MWL's nuances and sensitivities from an essentially cognitive psychological point of view. We extracted our definition from a concept analysis revealing the literature's common grounds and formulated it in a adequately generic way. The complexity then lies in comparing and cultivating the various contextualizations of this generic definition. To do so rigorously, we developed an explanatory framework of the dynamic processes affecting and following from MWL. Concretely, this framework allows for multifactorial contextualized operationalizations (as called for by de Waard and Lewis-Evans 2014; Matthews et al. 2015a ), but most importantly, imbedded in a common, comparable structure. Such framework (when iterated upon) could then eventually help in developing measurement procedures covering (at least most of) the complexity of MWL.
To achieve such goals, we suggest that future research and practice could apply and build on our framework as follows: first, by providing a systematic explicitation of variables and measures for all empirical investigations. That is, addressing the choice of variables (e.g., because of replication motivations, practical urgency or theoretical unclarity), how exactly variables were manipulated (compared to other empirical accounts) and measured (e.g., which electrodermal components were significant and, importantly, which were not), which aspects of MWL could have been triggered (e.g., mainly vigilance or working memory span), imperatively, the possible ways in which they could have been affected by and affect other variables and how they were (if any) controlled for, and finally, by designing a specific operational definition. By weighing such systematic accounts against each other, the specific sensitivities of measures to various cognitive work demands for different individuals in different contexts could become clear in a systematic and comparable way (see also the suggestion raised by Matthews et al. 2015a ). Then, results will be more generalizable and more free of confounding variance, eventually merging into stronger theorization (perhaps, more at the representational than the operational side; see de Winter 2014) and a more robust set of contextualizable guidelines for practitioners.
Secondly, future work could try to maximize measurement triangulation. Physiological measures, subjective measures and performance measures all have their unique advantages and drawbacks (Paxion et al. 2014) . When cross-verified through methodological triangulation (Denzin 1970), they can strongly add to data interpretation (cf., low subjective estimations of MWL, but high measured physiological arousal because of boredom and frustration) and measurement validation (cf., Matthews et al. 2015b; Matthews 2016) . The multidimensional nature of MWL would hence be more systematically reflected in its operationalizations.
Third, the implementation of physical load and emotional load effects in measurement procedures and explanatory frameworks is highly desirable. Here, we did not expand on this anomaly present in the current state of science. Important questions therefore still remain unanswered. How do coping and other appraisals exactly relate to work-related emotional load, coping behavior and its energetic effects on MWL, for example. Although emotional load is no conditio sine qua non in MWL, in reality, adverse emotional experiences (such as performance anxiety) are sometimes hard to manage as a practitioner or researcher. The intention should however be to exclude them as much as possible from the work space. When measuring, subjective measures trying to unveil such complex cognitive estimations leading to emotions should therefore always be included in assessment procedures (cf., de Waard and Lewis-Evans 2014; Matthews 2016). Appraisal theory (cf., Scherer et al. 2001 ) could be of strong value to do so. Accelerometers and motion tracking sensors, for instance, and specific (pilot) experiments are then necessary to investigate potential confounding variance of physical load in (quasi) real-life mobile settings. , task complexity or instruction format) yielding differential aspects of MWL (e.g., vigilance or divided attention). As a result, they cannot be compared to each other because of not being imbedded in a common framework, nor can findings be generalized to real life situations without knowing which variables might be at play there. What is often left are standalone post hoc reifications of the MWL measured 2. Addressing confounding variance. Having no clear view on the overall possible MWL process makes that measurement validation will always fall short of addressing possible contaminating variance 3. Efficiency in theorization. High levels of abstraction leave room for loosely operationalizing variables, misinterpretation of data and drawing incongruent conclusions for follow-up studies B. Mediator and moderator variables, when investigated, are often conceptualized incorrectly and not implied into an overarching explanatory model → Consequences: 1. Measurement diagnosticity (cf., Matthews et al. 2015b ) and predictability. There is no possibility of relying on an overview of how specific explanatory (defining) variables can help in validating measurement sensitivity (e.g., certain measures possibly being more sensitive to visual attention) and how to systematize prediction (e.g., measuring lower speed or pupil dilation due to high MWL could help in predicting errors or safety risks) 2. Accounting for boundary conditions. Measured MWL levels within and across individuals can pan out in all directions, without researchers and practitioners knowing how certain boundary conditions (e.g., visual spatial intelligence) are altering the data obtained and how they can be (statistically) controlled for (cf., Matthews et al. 2015a ) to find robust differences between experimental conditions, or how to cultivate them to eventually optimize MWL C. Emotional load is not being included in theory, though often operationalized → Consequences: 1. Measurement selectivity/validity (cf., Matthews et al. 2015b) . While emotions and cognitions draw from common resources, the rate and nature of sensitivity of physiological measures to emotional load are unknown (e.g., low complexity could trigger more electrodermal activity due to boredom and frustration; see also Mandrick et al. 2016) 2. Addressing energetic interactions. The complex differential effects of emotional load on MWL in various contexts are by far unclear, so that practitioners do not know how to tackle them (cf., cognitive overload can lead to frustration, depleting MWL resources, in turn triggering coping behavior changing the cognitive appraisals of the situation, etc.)
Fourth, building on the effects covered by cognitive load theory (Sweller 1988 (Sweller , 1994 and cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer and Moreno 2003) could present more opportunities to manipulate and understand MWL's dynamics (in instruction design, for example), while also longer-term learning effects will be addressed more profoundly. In all, we summarize these four suggestions for future work and practice in Table 3 and add a brief research example from one of our own research projects.
When operationalizing the presented definition, framework and suggestions in a first step, many interpretations will however still be possible and fine-grained interactions between the multiplicity of variables will still need to be discovered. Such explanatory framework therefore requires intensive field testing and widespread practical and theoretical iteration, possibly reconfiguring its premises and refining its explanatory structure. We hope that our findings could serve as one theory-driven leverage to do so and steer theoretical accumulation, measurement validation and practical implementation into an elucidated and more stipulated direction.
Conclusion
The present account first ran a concept analysis covering 82 theoretical and applied references related to MWL and revealed the concept's nebulous nature. Various proposed definitions were found to arbitrarily include and exclude defining variables, while also residing on different levels of abstraction. Mediators and moderators are only distantly touched upon, often conceptualized incorrectly and not included into an overarching explanatory framework. Emotional load variables then are frequently operationalized in measurement, while no theoretical agreement is present concerning its explanatory and conceptual role. As a consequence, the concept of MWL found itself trapped in a complex knot, sustaining the confusion around its understanding and refraining effective theory building and applied optimization. The presented concept analysis (centralizing MWL's antecedents, defining attributes and consequences), definition, explanatory framework and suggestions for future research and practice could show to be a first step in disentangling the properties and processes of MWL and all its interrelated variables. The authors therefore look forward to learn from applications of and iterations on these notions, eventually sparking effective mental workload optimization initiatives in a wide array of contexts.
